Masters’ Level Study

Why do a PGCE?
The PGCE oﬀers you an extra dimension to your teacher training
adding to and enhancing the provision from your school based partner.

Pedagogy

Reflection

Critique

Research

You will have a
chance to consider
the “big ideas”
about pedagogy
that have informed
teaching for more
than the last 100
years. These ideas
come from history,
psychology,
cognitive science,
sociology and
philosophy.

You will learn
about models of
refection that will
allow you to
situate the
knowledge, arts
and crafts
(Pollard) you are
learning in school
in the wider
dialogue and
discourse of
education;
allowing you to
“stand on the
shoulders of
giants”

You will develop
thinking
approaches
which will allow
you to critically
examine the
ideas you will
encounter in
school, in books
and from your
social learning
networks.

You will have
access to and be
able to discuss
the research
evidence for
teaching and
learning from
classic theorists
and from
contemporary
writers.

This Masters’ level qualification will
support and enhance your teacher
education giving you an internationally
recognised academic qualification. For
more details talk to your SCITT or contact
Paul Hopkins at p.hopkins@hull.ac.uk
entitling your email SCITT PG enquiry

Your student experience
Joining the SCITT - making a decision about doing the PGCE. Check the
details or contact the Programme Director (p.hopkins@hull.ac.uk)
Provide necessary details to the SCITT for the PGCE. Name, Address,
email, transcript of degree qualifications, date of birth, photograph.

< July

Aug-Sept

Receive registration details. Log onto UoH email, MyAdmin and accept CANVAS
invitation. Check all details are correct (face-scitts@hull.ac.uk if errors).

Sept

Access problems contact IT via help@hull.ac.uk or 01482 462010

Sept - Sept

Come to sessions, check CANVAS, if change of details update MyADMIN.
Work on Assignments - contacting tutor as needed.
Complete Assignments (A1 - Jan, 2023 / A2 - Sept, 2023)
Receive results from assignments - reflect on feedback
Respond to feedback and areas for development on next assignment.
If diﬃculties encountered make decisions about application for extensions
(face-scitts@hull.ac.uk), withdrawal or suspension of studies.
Always talk to your UoH tutor before making a final decision.
If extension* then talk to tutor and then apply for forms face-scitts@hull.ac.uk
If withdrawal then talk to tutor and then apply for forms face-scitts@hull.ac.uk
If post-March it is possible to withdraw from QTS but complete Level 7 accreditation
If suspension of studies then talk to tutor and apply for forms via face-scitts@hull.ac.uk
* Note: extensions cannot be given for workload reasons

Receive results of course, if change of details update MyADMIN (essential to
receive certification and invitation to graduation)

Oct/Nov

Receive invite to graduation - make decision on whether to attend.
If not attending receive certification. Attend graduation - receive certification.

Jan, 2024

